
A NOTE ON STAGING
Suggestions for stage directions are provided throughout the script, but please note that 
these are meant as guidelines only. To set the scene, we suggest a backdrop showing a simple 
alpine village scene with mountains, and depending on the available space, side screens 
either side of the stage, one with Stumbledorf mountain (stage left) and the other with village 
houses/ shops stage right, (e.g. BUTCHER: 4 Better for Wurst, BAKER: Flour Power). As there 
are several scenes with a large number of characters on stage, it could be helpful to have two 
stage levels. A central aisle would also be useful and a set place for the Oompah Band to be 
positioned from which they can step forward when needed. The narrator should be seated at 
the side of the stage, preferably with a microphone.

INCREASING THE CAST SIZE
There are 68 speaking parts altogether in this musical, but these can easily be increased by:

• Not doubling up on the Fire Brigade and Oompah Band

• Having more cheerleaders

For increasing the number of non-speaking parts, have as many villagers, boys and girls as 
you like, have more in the Fire Brigade and Oompah Band and increase the number of agents. 
There could also be more characters in the Fitness Centre scene.

DECREASING THE CAST SIZE
The 68 speaking parts can easily be reduced to 36 by:

• reducing the amount of villagers to 7 and splitting their lines accordingly; they could also 
double up as the Butcher, Baker, Cuckoo-clock maker, Plumber, Builder, Gardener and 
Doctor

• having just 3 boys and 3 girls and splitting their lines accordingly

• having just 2 ! remen

• having just 2 agents

• doubling up the skaters as the cheerleaders

Further reductions would be possible with alterations to the script.
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PROPS
SCENE 1 Rubber chicken for the butcher
 Rolling pin/dragon-shaped cookie for the baker
 Plunger for the plumber 
 Big mug of tea for the builder
 Watering can for the gardener
 Stethoscope or oversized syringe for the doctor
 Piles of books/stress balls for the teacher
 A basket for Dragon Day donations
 Food for villagers
 A pie for Villager 2

SCENE 2 Apples for Villager 6
 Latex glove (udder) for the farmers
 Big, dusty book for the Old Man, entitled The Chronicles Of Stumbledorf (the 

dusty e! ect can be achieved by sticking a piece of felt covered with talcum 
powder to the inside cover)

 Zappers for the agents, which could be small water pistols

SCENE 3 Cauldron, happy-meal boxes for the crones
 Newspaper for Villager 10
 Luggage for Old Ma and Tommy
 Big, dusty book for the Old Man
 Dragon-shaped cookie for the baker
 Knitted scarf for Villager 12
 Fire extinguisher and " re bucket for the " re brigade

SCENE 4 SOME DAYS LATER sign
 ALPINE FITNESS CENTRE ‘YOUNG AT HEART’ FITNESS CLASS sign
 Fitness equipment (could be made from cardboard)
 Pom-poms for the cheerleaders
 Bubbles or strings of snow# akes
 White ribbons for the snow dancers
 Leather jacket for Tommy
 In# atable guitar
 Bandana for Tommy

SCENE 5 A giant claw with a red tip 
 Soapbox for the Mayor, possibly with ‘Box of Soap’ written on it
 Long list
 Hanky for Old Ma

SCENE 7 Various tablets, phones (these could be enlarged, 2D laminated ones)

SCENE 8 Pitchforks or # aming torches for the villagers
 Long pieces of white fabric

SCENE 9 Fiery coloured ribbons for the procession
 Curlers for the crones
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